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BRUBAKER & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Direct Testimony of Michael P. Gorman 
 
 
Introduction 1 

Q PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 2 

A Michael P. Gorman.  My business address is 16690 Swingley Ridge Road, Suite 140, 3 

Chesterfield, MO 63017. 4 

 

Q WHAT IS YOUR OCCUPATION?   5 

A I am a consultant in the field of public utility regulation and a Managing Principal of 6 

Brubaker & Associates, Inc., energy, economic and regulatory consultants. 7 

 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE. 8 

A This information is included in Appendix A to my direct testimony, IIEC Exhibit 3.0.   9 

 

Q ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU APPEARING IN THIS PROCEEDING? 10 

A I am testifying on behalf of the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”).  IIEC 11 

members are substantial users of electricity and/or natural gas within the service 12 

territory of Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren” or “Company”). 13 

 

Q WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING? 14 

A I will address Ameren’s proposed changes to its banking provisions under Rider T of 15 

its large volume transportation programs.  Specifically, I will address Ameren’s 16 

proposed unbundled, subscribable banking service presented in proposed Rider TBS 17 

(Transportation Balancing Service). 18 
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Q PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS. 19 

A My recommendations are summarized as follows:  20 

1. I recommend that Ameren’s proposed initial individual customer maximum bank 21 
size of 22 days of Maximum Daily Contract Quantity (“MDCQ”) be approved as 22 
reasonable at this time. 23 

2. I recommend that Ameren’s proposal to restrict the aggregate unbundled bank 24 
size to 10 days of total transportation customer MDCQ be denied.  Instead, I 25 
recommend that the aggregate bank size be set at 22 days of MDCQ, consistent 26 
with the amount of storage capacity available for individual transportation 27 
customers. 28 

3. I recommend that Ameren’s proposed injection and withdrawal limitations be 29 
approved for initial implementation of the unbundled banking program. 30 

4. I recommend that Ameren’s proposed use of the “Equitable” method of storage 31 
cost allocation be rejected as inappropriate for application to Ameren, inconsistent 32 
with the method of allocating storage costs by other Illinois utilities, and incorrectly 33 
calculated by Ameren in this case. 34 

5. I recommend that storage costs be allocated and rates be designed consistent 35 
with the method adopted by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or 36 
“Commission”) for Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor, which reflects the 37 
way that Ameren proposes to allocate storage capacity. 38 

6. I recommend that the Commission reject Ameren’s proposed change to the 39 
cashout mechanism, which would require a transportation customer to buy gas 40 
from Ameren at the higher of the market price or Purchase Gas Adjustment 41 
(“PGA”) cost when it has an underage and to sell gas to Ameren at the lower of 42 
the market price or PGA cost when it has an overage.  This proposal purports to 43 
solve a problem that is imaginary, but it actually creates a very real problem in 44 
terms of impacts on transportation customers. 45 

 

Q IS AMEREN’S PROPOSED UNBUNDLED “BANKING” SERVICE THE SAME AS 46 

AN UNBUNDLED STORAGE SERVICE? 47 

A While the two terms can often be used interchangeably, Ameren’s proposed 48 

unbundled banking service is not the same as a true unbundled storage service.  In 49 

fact, Ameren acknowledges this at page 11, lines 227-228, of Mr. Eggers’ direct 50 

testimony (Ameren Ex. 14.0G Rev.) where he states that Ameren’s bank service 51 
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“functions as a balancing service and not a storage service.”  Though it does not have 52 

all the features of a true storage service, I refer to Ameren’s banking service as a 53 

storage service.  The absence of some features of a true storage service is important 54 

to remember in the context of cost allocation, discussed below. 55 

 

Q WHY IS AMEREN PROPOSING TO UNBUNDLE ITS STORAGE BANKING AT 56 

THIS TIME? 57 

A In its Order in Ameren’s prior rate case the Commission stated: 58 

[T]he Commission directs AIU and Staff to participate in workshops 59 
which will at a minimum result in tariffs implementing for AIU the 60 
banking provisions currently employed by Nicor, Peoples, or North 61 
Shore.  Said tariffs are to be provided in AIU’s next gas rate cases.1 62 

 In response to the Commission’s Order, Ameren held two workshops and filed tariffs 63 

containing banking provisions consistent with the Nicor model as Ameren Exhibit 64 

14.2G in this case.  Ameren has also submitted an alternative set of tariffs which, I 65 

understand, represents Ameren’s banking proposal in this case.  This proposal 66 

consists of Ameren Exhibits 14.4G (proposed Rider TBS), 14.5G (proposed Rider S), 67 

and 14.6G (proposed Rider T). 68 

 

Q DO YOU AGREE THAT IT IS APPROPRIATE TO OFFER TRANSPORTATION 69 

CUSTOMERS ACCESS TO STORAGE THAT IS UNBUNDLED FROM OTHER 70 

SERVICES? 71 

A Yes.  First, as a matter of equity, transportation customers have supported the 72 

Company’s entire rate base (including storage capacity) for many years, dating back 73 

to the time when all customers were fully bundled sales customers.  So, with the 74 

                                                 
1Order, ICC Docket Nos. 09-0306 et al. (Cons.), April 29, 2010 at 283. 
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unbundling of transportation service, it is appropriate to allow transportation 75 

customers the opportunity for continued access to and use of a portion of storage 76 

capacity when they take advantage of unbundling and obtain their commodity supply 77 

independently of Ameren’s bundled sales service.  Second, the storage facilities were 78 

planned to meet the needs of all customers, including the current transportation 79 

customers, so that allowing transportation customers to utilize their share of storage 80 

facilities is efficient and should not disturb service to bundled sales customers.  Third, 81 

access to storage service should allow transportation customers to lower their energy 82 

costs, thereby making the Ameren service area more attractive to large users of gas. 83 

 

Q WHAT TRANSPORTATION AND STORAGE SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE TO 84 

LARGE USERS UNDER PRESENT RATES? 85 

A Large users may take transportation service under Rider T.  Under Rider T, the 86 

Company makes available 10 days of banking capacity (10 times a customer’s 87 

Maximum Daily Contract Quantity (“MDCQ”)) to all transportation customers.  88 

Customers can access up to 20% of their Daily Confirmed Nomination (“DCN”) when 89 

their supplies are “under delivered” or “short.”  When a customer is “over delivered” or 90 

“long,” the first 20% of their deliveries in excess of use will be added to their bank if 91 

capacity is available.  In the case of long or short supplies, imbalances in excess of 92 

20% of DCN will be cashed out by the Company.  93 

  

Q WHAT ARE THE KEY ISSUES THAT MUST BE ADDRESSED TO OFFER AN 94 

UNBUNDLED STORAGE SERVICE TO LARGE VOLUME CUSTOMERS? 95 

A There are three.  First, how much storage capacity should a customer be able to 96 

reserve?  Second, what, if any, restrictions should be placed on a customer’s access 97 
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to the storage they have reserved?  Third, how should costs be allocated to the 98 

storage services and how much should customers pay for their storage? 99 

 

The Allocation of Storage Capacity 100 

Q HOW HAS AMEREN PROPOSED TO ALLOCATE THE AVAILABILITY OF 101 

STORAGE CAPACITY TO ITS LARGE VOLUME CUSTOMERS? 102 

A Essentially, Ameren has followed the Nicor method for doing this.  In other words, it 103 

has divided its total on-system storage capacity by its sales customer Design Peak 104 

Day, and it has allocated storage capacity to transportation customers in proportion to 105 

each customer’s MDCQ.  Ameren’s total on-system storage capacity is 25.76 million 106 

dekatherms (“Dth”).  The result of dividing this total by the sales design peak day of 107 

1.18 million Dth (22 days) is used to allocate capacity to transportation customers – 108 

22 days of MDCQ to each transportation customer.  This is the maximum amount of 109 

storage capacity available to Ameren transportation customers, though a customer 110 

may choose to subscribe for less.  Full subscription to this maximum by all 111 

transportation customers would result in 12.1 million Dth of capacity (47% of total 112 

on-line capacity) allocated to transportation customers.   113 

 

Q IS THIS A REASONABLE WAY TO ALLOCATE STORAGE CAPACITY? 114 

A It is a method that produces a reasonable starting point.  As Ameren and its 115 

customers gain more experience with the provision and use of unbundled storage 116 

banks, additional questions will need to be considered in more detail, such as 117 

whether it is feasible to include storage leased by Ameren from pipelines as part of 118 

the storage assets to be unbundled. 119 
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Q IS AMEREN ACTUALLY PROPOSING TO ALLOCATE 47% OF ITS ON-SYSTEM 120 

STORAGE CAPACITY TO TRANSPORTATION CUSTOMERS? 121 

A No.  Ameren proposes to limit the aggregate amount of storage capacity allocated to 122 

transportation customers to the present 10-day allowance multiplied by the total of 123 

transportation customer MDCQs.  This will reduce the allocation to approximately 124 

21% of total on-system storage capacity. 125 

 

Q WHY DOES AMEREN PROPOSE THIS RESTRICTION? 126 

A In answer to a question on that subject at page 15 of Mr. Eggers’ direct testimony, he 127 

states that existing Rider T customers are not fully utilizing their current bank size of 128 

10 times their MDCQ.  In fact, he explains that in the period 2008 through 2010, daily 129 

balanced customers used an average of only 30% of their bank capacity, while 130 

monthly balanced customers used an average of 60%. 131 

  Beyond this data, Mr. Eggers argues that to meet the peak day needs of sales 132 

customers Ameren must cycle on-system storage to the maximum extent possible.  133 

Apparently, Ameren does not believe it can do that unless transportation customers’ 134 

banking service subscriptions are restricted.  In other words, Ameren is still not 135 

viewing the storage that transportation customers lease from it as being for the 136 

benefit of the unbundled storage customer.  Rather, it still sees its role as using its 137 

storage for the benefit of sales customers and, to the extent there is any leftover 138 

capacity, it will sell it to transportation customers.  This concern about meeting peak 139 

day sales customer demand is totally at odds with Mr. Eggers’ testimony (pages 15-140 

16) suggesting that transportation customers are unlikely to fully subscribe to even 141 

the 10-day aggregate.  If Mr. Eggers’ projection is even approximately correct, there 142 
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would appear to be no reason Ameren could not remove the limit in favor of a 22-day 143 

aggregate, to ensure that all customers needing that capacity can access it. 144 

  Mr. Eggers also claims that Ameren’s 10-day limit “has a basis in legacy.”  145 

(Eggers direct testimony at page 19, line 412).  Yet, as he concedes earlier in his 146 

testimony, this so-called “legacy” does not connote acceptance or validity.  The 10-147 

day limit has been questioned in the past, and it is at the heart of the investigation in 148 

this proceeding.  In particular, he states at page 3, beginning at line 58: 149 

In the prior rate case, there was substantial disagreement between 150 
AIC, Staff, and several gas marketers regarding whether the existing 151 
10 day bank size for gas transportation customers was reasonable, or 152 
whether the total bank size should be significantly expanded (with the 153 
utilization of the Nicor Gas model or the Peoples Gas/North Shore 154 
models). 155 
 156 

While Mr. Eggers’ claim that Ameren’s predecessor utilities have used the 10-day 157 

limit in the past is true, that fact does not make it a legitimate basis for accepting this 158 

proposal. 159 

 

Q IS THE 10-DAY LIMIT A REASONABLE RESTRICTION? 160 

A No.  While it may serve as a reasonable estimate of initial total subscriptions for 161 

purposes of cost allocation and rate design, Ameren has not provided evidence of a 162 

need for that limit.  There is no logical rationale for limiting aggregate subscriptions in 163 

such a way, when it may block customers from subscribing to 22 days of capacity that 164 

a customer may need.   165 

 

Q WHAT IS YOUR RECOMMENDATION IN THIS REGARD? 166 

A I recommend that each and every customer be allowed to subscribe to a customer 167 

bank size of up to the 22 days times MDCQ, without any aggregate limits. 168 
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Q DOES AMEREN CLAIM IT WOULD HAVE PROBLEMS IMPLEMENTING THAT 169 

PROPOSAL? 170 

A Yes.  Mr. Eggers notes on page 20 of his testimony that implementing such a 171 

proposal would be impractical.  One of the problems he identifies is that daily 172 

balanced customers would not be able to fill their banks.  However, that problem is 173 

not related to removal of the 10% limit, but is a consequence of Ameren’s restrictions 174 

on injections.   175 

Whether or not there is sufficient time to fill a customer’s bank would seem to 176 

be a function of the individual access limits, not the aggregate limits, as Mr. Eggers 177 

recognizes at page 11, line 246 of his testimony.  There he asserts that the proposed 178 

use of MDCQ for the summer injection limit facilitates the filling of a transportation 179 

customer’s bank capacity.  Ameren should be required to specifically identify and 180 

quantify the problem and introduce revised proposed restrictions that would allow 181 

daily balanced customers to fill their storage banks. 182 

 

Proposed Restrictions on Customer Use of Ameren Storage Capacity 183 

Q PLEASE DESCRIBE THE RESTRICTIONS THAT AMEREN PROPOSES TO 184 

APPLY TO A TRANSPORTATION CUSTOMER’S USE OF ITS STORAGE BANK. 185 

A Ameren proposes to limit withdrawals from storage to 20% of a customer’s DCN.  186 

Ameren also proposes to limit injections into storage to 20% of DCN during October 187 

through April, and 20% of MDCQ during the months of May through September.  The 188 

higher injection limits in the summer (May-September) are designed to make it more 189 

feasible for customers to fill their storage during the injection period. 190 
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Q ARE THESE RESTRICTIONS REASONABLE? 191 

A They are at this early stage of implementing unbundled storage.  However, Ameren 192 

should closely monitor the operational efficiency of its storage facilities and the 193 

adequacy of these limits from its customers’ perspective, and it should propose 194 

changes as necessary.  If operational problems do not develop, Ameren should 195 

propose relaxing of these restrictions in the future. 196 

 

Cost of Service and Rate Design 197 

Q HOW DOES AMEREN PROPOSE TO ALLOCATE THE COST OF STORAGE TO 198 

TRANSPORTATION CUSTOMERS? 199 

A Ameren proposes to allocate the costs of storage based on the “Equitable” method of 200 

storage allocation that has been used by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 201 

(“FERC”).  Under the Equitable method, 50% of total storage costs are allocated on 202 

the basis of “deliverability” or the ability to withdraw gas on a peak day and 50% of 203 

total storage costs are allocated on the basis of “capacity” or the total amount of gas 204 

that a customer can store. 205 

 

Q IS THIS A REASONABLE METHOD TO APPLY FOR THIS ALLOCATION? 206 

A No.  It is a method developed for a different cost allocation problem for a different 207 

type of service provider (pipelines).  It allocates the costs of storage to customers on 208 

a basis different from that used to allocate the capacity itself, and it is a method for 209 

allocating storage costs that is different from what this Commission has adopted in 210 

the past. 211 
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Q HOW DOES THE APPLICATION OF THE EQUITABLE METHOD BY FERC 212 

DIFFER FROM THE PROPOSED APPLICATION OF THAT METHOD BY 213 

AMEREN? 214 

A FERC uses this method to allocate storage costs between a pipeline’s transportation 215 

customers and its contract storage service.  Ameren’s application is the allocation of 216 

costs between sales customers and transportation customers.  Both groups affected 217 

by Ameren’s application are customers that have contributed towards Ameren’s rate 218 

base and, in fact, historically all these customers were sales customers.  In the FERC 219 

situation, on the other hand, the users of contract storage often have no other 220 

dealings with the pipeline.  Moreover, pipelines do not have a “public utility” 221 

relationship, such as an obligation to serve.  In contrast, Ameren does have an 222 

obligation to serve and to provide more than storage service to its customers. 223 

 

Q ARE THERE ANY OTHER IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES? 224 

A Yes.  A very important difference is that buyers of contract storage are purchasing 225 

storage with all its benefits.  In Ameren’s case, transportation customers are 226 

purchasing only an imbalance service, because of the limits on their use of Ameren’s 227 

storage capacity. 228 

 

Q WHAT ARE THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF STORAGE? 229 

A There are three primary benefits.  First, storage allows for peak day deliverability, that 230 

is, as a supplement to or replacement for upstream interstate pipeline capacity that 231 

brings gas to the city-gate.  Second, storage serves as a physical hedge.  Customers 232 

can buy more gas when it is less expensive, generally in the non-winter months, to 233 

replace spot purchases during the more expensive winter season.  Third, although 234 
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auxiliary to the other two main roles, storage can also function as a temporary parking 235 

place to absorb imbalances between planned usage and actual usage.   236 

  Under Ameren’s proposal, transportation customers are able to benefit from 237 

only this third, balancing function of storage.   238 

 

Q HOW DOES THE EQUITABLE METHOD FAIL TO REFLECT THE WAY IN WHICH 239 

CAPACITY IS ALLOCATED TO AMEREN’S CUSTOMERS?  240 

A In determining that each transportation customer is entitled to 22 days of storage 241 

capacity, Ameren relied exclusively on a function of customer MDCQs and total 242 

capacity as a multiple of Ameren’s design peak day.  There is no allocation of 50% of 243 

storage capacity on the basis of some notion of peak day deliverability.  Thus, the 244 

only cost allocation method that is consistent with the allocation of storage capacity is 245 

the use of MDCQ based subscriptions. 246 

 

Q HAS THIS COMMISSION APPROVED THE USE OF THE EQUITABLE METHOD 247 

FOR OTHER UTILITIES ALLOCATING UNBUNDLED STORAGE COSTS? 248 

A No.  Rather, in the case of Nicor, which has an unbundled storage program in place, 249 

the Commission has approved an allocation based on MDCQ subscriptions. 250 

 

Q IF THE COMMISSION WERE TO APPROVE THE EQUITABLE METHOD IN THIS 251 

PROCEEDING, WOULD IT BE APPROPRIATE TO USE THE ALLOCATION OF 252 

COSTS AS CALCULATED BY AMEREN? 253 

A No.  In particular, in its calculation of the “deliverability” allocation, Ameren uses 20% 254 

of all daily balanced transportation customer MDCQs and 50% of all monthly 255 
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balanced customer MDCQs.  In fact, this far overstates both the probable and the 256 

maximum deliverability used by transportation customers. 257 

 

Q HOW DOES IT OVERSTATE THE PROBABLE DELIVERABILITY USED BY 258 

TRANSPORTATION CUSTOMERS? 259 

A It must be kept in mind that, as noted above, there are key differences in the FERC 260 

application of the Equitable method and the Ameren application.  In the case of the 261 

FERC application, it is quite probable that a contract user’s maximum use on a peak 262 

day will be the maximum use allowed under the contract.  This is because a contract 263 

user is purchasing the storage capacity to avail itself of all the benefits of storage.   264 

However, an Ameren transportation customer is able to purchase only a 265 

balancing service.  The peak day storage deliverability of a transportation customer 266 

will be a function of that customer’s imbalance on that day, not a particular desire to 267 

use storage gas, as opposed to flowing supplies, to avoid high-cost purchases.  268 

Therefore, the measure of deliverability should not be the sum of every customer’s 269 

maximum peak day withdrawals but, should represent a probable maximum use on 270 

peak days.   271 

While it is possible that some customers may, in fact, have high underages on 272 

peak days, it is just as likely that others will have overages that will offset the 273 

underages to some extent.  The best estimate of peak day deliverability, therefore, 274 

should be an empirical question, not simply a calculation of the maximum possible 275 

withdrawals that could possibly occur. 276 
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Q DOES AMEREN’S ALLOCATION CORRECTLY CALCULATE THE MAXIMUM 277 

POSSIBLE WITHDRAWALS THAT COULD POSSIBLY OCCUR? 278 

A No.  Ameren’s allocation significantly overstates the maximum possible withdrawals 279 

because transportation customers cannot access the amounts assumed.  This is 280 

because daily balanced customers cannot withdraw 20% of their MDCQ and monthly 281 

balanced customers cannot withdraw 50% of their MDCQ on a peak day. 282 

 

Q WHY IS THAT? 283 

A Because once a daily balanced customer uses its nomination, the next 20% of its 284 

nomination will be considered to be a withdrawal from storage.  Any further usage will 285 

be cashed out according to Ameren’s cashout schedule.  Thus, the maximum 286 

possible storage deliverability is 20% of peak day DCNs (which must be less than or 287 

equal to MDCQ) for daily balanced customers.  For monthly balanced customers, the 288 

problem with using MDCQs rather than DCNs is the same. 289 

 

Q DO YOU RECOMMEND CHANGES TO THIS AMEREN PROPOSED COST 290 

ALLOCATION TO ATTEMPT TO CORRECT THESE DEFICIENCIES? 291 

A No.  I recommend that Ameren’s storage costs and unbundled bank charges be 292 

rejected and that, instead rates be established consistent with the way the storage 293 

capacity is allocated to customers.  This recommendation is consistent with the 294 

method the Commission has adopted for Nicor.   295 
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Q HAVE YOU DETERMINED THE APPROPRIATE RATES UNDER THE METHOD 296 

YOU RECOMMEND? 297 

A Yes.  My recommended rate is developed on IIEC Exhibit 4.1.  On that exhibit, I have 298 

simply divided the total annual on-system storage costs of $32.5 million by the total 299 

on-system storage capacity of 25.8 million Dth to arrive at an annual cost per Dth of 300 

storage capacity of about $1.26 per Dth.  On a monthly basis this translates to 10.5¢ 301 

per Dth of subscribed storage capacity, or 1.05¢ per therm of subscribed storage 302 

capacity. 303 

 

Other Proposed Changes 304 

Q HAS AMEREN PROPOSED ANY OTHER CHANGES THAT AFFECT 305 

TRANSPORTATION CUSTOMERS THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS? 306 

A Yes.  Ameren has proposed that the pricing mechanism in its cashout provisions be 307 

changed such that transportation customers must buy gas from Ameren at the higher 308 

of the market price or PGA cost when it has an underage and sell gas to Ameren at 309 

the lower of the market price or PGA cost when it has an overage. 310 

 

Q WHAT REASON DOES AMEREN OFFER FOR THIS PROPOSAL? 311 

A Ameren states that this will protect sales customers from any negative cost 312 

consequences of the cashouts.  According to Mr. Eggers, “The cashout volume is 313 

either purchased from, or sold to, the Rider PGA customers.” (Eggers direct testimony 314 

at page 20, lines 442-443). 315 
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Q IS THIS AN APPROPRIATE WAY TO LOOK AT THESE TRANSACTIONS? 316 

A No.  An appropriate analysis assumes that Ameren’s portfolio for sales customers is 317 

the proper size for those customers and that marginal purchases or sales to cure 318 

customer imbalances are made by Ameren at the marginal or market price.  Under 319 

Ameren’s proposal, cashout purchases from transportation customers are made at 320 

the lower of either 90% of the market price or the PGA price and cashout sales to 321 

transportation customers are made at the higher of 110% of the market price or the 322 

PGA price.  Ameren receives a margin from these cashout transactions.  Ameren 323 

Illinois sales customers will receive benefit of the margin produced from these 324 

transportation customer cashout transactions.  325 

  Further, introducing the PGA as a transaction price, further exposes 326 

transportation customers to significant out-of-market costs for these cashout 327 

transactions. 328 

 

Q WHY DOES USE OF THE PGA PRICE EXPOSE TRANSPORTATION 329 

CUSTOMERS TO HIGHER CASHOUT TRANSACTION COSTS?  330 

A It could drastically increase costs to transportation customers because PGA prices 331 

have been well above market.  For example, IIEC Exhibit 4.2 is a comparison of 332 

market prices and Ameren PGA prices for the year 2010.  As this exhibit shows, on 333 

an annual average basis, transportation customers with negative imbalances in the 334 

CILCO zone would be forced to pay 254% of the market price, customers in the CIPS 335 

zone 157% of the market price and customers in the IP zone 230% of the market 336 

price.  Indeed, during three months of 2010, CILCO customers would have been 337 

forced to pay more than 300% of the market price, reaching a high of 361% during 338 

November 2010.    339 
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Q HAS AMEREN PROVIDED EVIDENCE THAT SALES CUSTOMERS HAVE 340 

EXPERIENCED ANY NEGATIVE COST CONSEQUENCES FROM CASHOUTS IN 341 

THE ABSENCE OF ITS PROPOSED NEW CASHOUT PROTOCOL? 342 

A No.   343 

 

Q WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND WITH RESPECT TO THIS PROPOSAL? 344 

A This proposal would harm transportation customers in order to correct an alleged 345 

problem that has not been shown to exist.  It should be rejected and the cashout 346 

mechanism should remain as currently outlined in Rider T. 347 

 

Q DOES THIS COMPLETE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 348 

A Yes, it does. 349 
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